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Introduction

Over the past one and a half decades the routine field techniques and

procedures were devaloper! mainly for detection. As a second step, more

time consuming techniques and algorithms were able to provide sizing

information, but mostly based on differently acquired data.

Over the past few years, the tremendous progress in computer technology

allows for storage and fast processing of tremendous amounts of data.

Therefore, techniques with both capabilities, to detect with a high dis-

crimination power against background noise, geometry etc. and reliable

sizing are in the process of being implemented into field use.

Discussion of Techniques

Up until now, a strict decision for the application of one technique

for all inspection areas and problems out of the existing

ALOK

SAFT (incl. L-SAFT)

Phased Array with ALOK

Phased Array with UT-Tomography

has not yet been made.

To make the decision on a sound realistic basis, field data were taken

by use of these techniques and compared with the results of measurements

on realistic testblocks in the lab.
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L-SAFT - ALOK

The comparison concentrates on the use of L-SAFT and ALOK on cladded

testblocks (Fig. 1).

Both techniques show significant indications from defects in an underclad

situation, which technically is a very demanding one.

Another comparison demonstrates the compliance of L-SAFT-results with

acoustic linear holography which represents the former generation of

analyzing techniques.

Phased Array with UT-Toroography

This technique appears to be superior for complex geometries like the

inspection of the nozzle inner radius from the O.D.

The phased array probe provides the skew angles in the CAD-determined

angle range by systematically changing the lateral angle of incidence.

By scanning around the circumferential scan lines a multitude of information

is generated for each single picture element (pixel) in the nozzle radius

area.

By superimposition of these data per pixel a tremendous signal-to-noise-ratio

enhancement can be achieved, especially by additional consideration of

the lateral beam spread (Fig. 2).

Considering problem areas like IGSCC with all possible facets of orien-

tation of cracks versus the weld centerline, this technique with the

capability to provide a fast skewing, will have a large variety of appli-

cations in the near future.
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Conclusion

Considering the possibilities and limitations of these techniques, one

of the first criteria is the consideration which influences realistic

component parameters like surface conditions and cladding can exert for

phase-sensitive techniques like SAFT. Another consideration is the different

catalogue of requirements of this technique for manipulator design (accuracy,

position resolution etc.).

The techniques with only amplitude processing seem to have a slight advantage

there. The same applies (if this still is a problem) for processing time

and the realization as an on-line method.
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SIEMENS

L SAFT Reconstruction
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Cylindrical hole Electroerosive notches 10 mm

L SAFT Reconstruction of Flaws under the Cladding
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SIEMENS Fig. 2

Flaw indication
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Cladding
indications
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Nozzle inner radius 180 ° Search unit path

Axial view of nozzle - from vessel exterior

Echotomographic Presentation of Nozzle Inner Radius
Ultrasonic Data generated by Phased Array Technique
- by additional consideration of beam spread.
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